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Laura Halford

Helen Downie

@maxwhitlock1

@Laura_Halford

@helendownie

@aliceupcott

#RhythmicGymnastics…
here’s why you should try it out...
#DiscoverGymnastics

ALS Bucket Challenge
@elliedownie &
@Bdownie
@NottsGymnastics :o

My first performance with
Lord of the Dance at the
London Palladium in the
West End is done!

Thanks for popping in
@lucy_meck good luck :-)
#tumble

Welcome to our
twitter wall. Check
out this issue’s
tweets from our
top stars....
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So cute going back to
gym this morning and
seeing this #BristolHawks

Hanging out with some
@NorthamptonTGA gymnasts
using @Selfiepod before
filming for @CBBCTV

#rhythmicgymnastics
everywhere! Even in Bath
Spa train station
@FGW @Glasgow2014
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me and Immy soaking Liz
@imogenchan
http://instagram.com/p/
sQkGHYMvYk/

Can’t believe the summer is
over, wish I could relive it all
over again

@BritGymnastics
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COMMONWEALTH
GAMES
T

he summer’s Commonwealth Games in Glasgow saw Home
Nation gymnasts produce some memorable and incredible
performances.
In total, our Home Nation gymnasts won 12 gold, 11 silver and 11
bronze medals at the Games - that’s 34 out of the 50 medals that
were up for grabs. Every Home Nation gymnast made an inspiring
contribution to the Games, supported tremendously by their
coaches, clubs and families and cheered on by the magnificent
crowds at the Hydro Arena.

HERE WE HAVE
JUST A SELECTION
OF IMAGES THAT
CAPTURE JUST
SOME OF THOSE
REMARKABLE
MOMENTS…
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Claudia became the first Englishwoman to
win four golds at a single Commonwealth
Games for 84 years
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or Superman?
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INSPIRED BY THE GAMES?
SHARE THESE VIDEOS WITH
YOUR FRIENDS AND LET’S
GET EVEN MORE PEOPLE TO

#DISCOVERGYMNASTICS

FIND OUT ALL ABOUT
THE HOME NATION
PERFORMANCES AT OUR
COMMONWEALTH GAMES
EVENT HUB
www.british-gymnastics.org/newsand-events/international-events/
commonwealth-games
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COMMONWEALTH GAMES POSTERS!
Celebrate the success of our Home Nations at the 2014 Commonwealth
Games with these amazing A1 posters! Buy from the online shop NOW!
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By Tim Peake

INTERVIEW

FRANKIE
JONES

G

raceful, elegant and skilful
yes, but brave, determined,
a fighter? Not necessarily the
first words you would come up
with when thinking of rhythmic
gymnastics but all of these
combine aptly to describe
Francesca “Frankie” Jones.

“To end my career
on such a high was the
best feeling in the world. To
know I’ve finally given back to all
those who supported me and to
finish my final routine having
given everything, it’s very
special...”
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The seven time British
champion, 2012 Olympian and
record breaking seven time
Commonwealth Games medal
winner bows out of the sport
having long been the figurehead
of rhythmic gymnastics in
Great Britain, think rhythmic
gymnastics and think Frankie
Jones. Her legacy will not just be
judged on her success on the
floor but also her willingness
often though adversity to
continue to train and compete in
the sport she loves and by doing
so unite and inspire others to
follow her lead.
Frankie’s gymnastics journey
has taken her across the
world and across Britain. From
training and living at Lilleshall

National Sports Centre, to the
City of Birmingham and then
the Welsh Institute of Sport.
From performing on a luggage
carousel at Heathrow to posing
atop a London hotel with Denise
Lewis; Frankie has immersed
herself in her sport for most of
her life.
And so it was that the final
competition of her career came
about this summer in Glasgow.
Having competed at the
London 2012 Olympic Frankie
had committed herself to one
final shot at glory at her third
Commonwealth Games, wanting
to end on a high not only for
herself but also for those that
had supported her.
As Frankie explains the journey
to Glasgow was not an easy one:
“After London I didn’t know what
I wanted to do really, I had my hip
problems so I really wasn’t sure if
I’d carry on and was at a bit of a
crossroads. In my mind I thought
I’d finished but there was a little bit
inside me disappointed that the
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competition in London didn’t go as
well as it could. I guess there would
always have been that niggling
regret if I’d have stopped then,
not ending on a high with the best
performance.“
What happened next was history;
Frankie’s Games began with her
proudly carrying the Welsh flag
at the opening ceremony and
ended with her receiving the
prestigious David Dixon award
for fair play and inspiration, in
between which she had the
competition of a lifetime winning
the ball gold, and the team, allaround, hoop, ribbon and clubs
silver medals a “fairy-tale” as she
describes it.
So what made the difference in
Glasgow?
“I did a million routines!“ She says
laughing “I trained so, so hard for
Glasgow and had such incredible
support. I guess the experience of
London helped me but also added
pressure, I really, really didn’t want to
mess it up this time! I did everything

INTERVIEW
possible, trained harder than ever to do everything I
could to perform at my best; it meant so much to me
to do well in Glasgow like an obsession for me. I felt
pressure like never before. Ahead of my ribbon routine
on the second day I was panicking so much I nearly
broke down, the first day I wanted to do it for the team
so there was pressure, but from then on it was all about
me and wanting to prove to myself I could do it.
Before the routines there’s a moment between myself
and my coach Jo when we both just look at each other
and she’ll say a few calming words, to have someone
with you just before competing that has gone through
the journey and supported you is really important and
can make a big difference.”
It is Frankie’s love of the sport that has been at the
heart of all her years of dedicated training. Her
commitment to rhythmic gymnastics something
now, looking back on her career, she hopes
inspires others to take to the floor.
“I just love training, just love pushing myself and I
always had targets - that’s important.” She says
“There was always the next competition to aim for
and that kept me motivated. I carried on because I
love this sport, it’s very special to me and because I
always wanted to better myself. Getting photos with
young girls, seeing kids playing with the ribbon, it’s
just incredible. To be able to showcase our sport, to
hopefully inspire people to try it, is the biggest reward
I’ve ever had.“

“To be able to showcase our sport, to hopefully inspire
people to try it, is the biggest reward I’ve ever had.”
FRANKIE JONES

Not only does Frankie see an emergence of newly
inspired young gymnasts but also a development
in the elite side as fellow Commonwealth Games
gymnasts Mimi-Isabella Cesar, Laura Halford
Stephani Sherlock prepare for the forthcoming
rhythmic World Championships.
“The systems in place have changed a lot in the time I
was a gymnast, from being centralised at Lilleshall at
the beginning to ending training here in Wales. It’s been
hard for me not to see gymnastics at the major events
in recent years so to now see British gymnasts back
competing at World Championships and squads back
training together at Lilleshall, it’s incredible. A gymnast
needs something to aspire to and aims for the future
and I know we have a long way to go but I think there’s
a general feeling that the sport is back on the rise.
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INTERVIEW

I’d love to be involved in the future, starting
in Wales as I feel so passionately about
the gymnastics here, but if going forward
further I could get involved at a GB level then
that would be amazing - but I have a lot of
learning to do first!”
And so, as Frankie hangs up her hoop,
closing her competitive career and looks
ahead to future possibilities in the sport,
she takes one final look back at the week

in Glasgow that cemented her legacy..
“That final night was just the perfect ending.
I didn’t even consider that the Games would
go as they did; I wanted to get a medal and
to end well. It went ‘medal I wanted, medal
I wanted, medal I didn’t think was even
possible’, and then how can I even think
winning the David Dixon award, it’s just a
fairy tale! “

INSPIRED BY FRANKIE?

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT GETTING STARTED
IN RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS

#DISCOVERGYMNASTICS
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INTERVIEW

DISCOVER
ADULT
GYMNASTICS

MATTE HART
MANAGER & HEAD COACH
OF THE 1066 GYMNASTICS
ACADEMY

FOR THOSE
WHO LIKE NEW
CHALLENGES
With the 2014 British Vets fast approaching we
caught up with Matte Hart, Manager & Head Coach
of The 1066 Gymnastics Academy to tell us why adult
gymnastics and the British Vets competition means
so much to him and how increasing opportunities for
adult participation has helped the club.
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HOW BIG IS ADULT GYMNASTICS AT 1066?
We have a weekly 90 minute class. We start off with
a warm up and conditioning for all abilities and then
the adults take over the gym and enjoy the place to
themselves! We have a pool of around 25 regular
participants and recently we have enjoyed welcoming
extra new faces.
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INTERVIEW

1066
GYMNASTICS
ACADEMY

WHO DOES IT ATTRACT?
We have a real mix! There’s regular competitor and
father of two, Patrick O’Farrell, who is in his midforties and an inspiration to us all. We have men
and women in their twenties and thirties who never
tried gymnastics as a child and now it is their turn.
They enjoy the social side of the class and keeping
fit in a different way. They’re starting from scratch
but making good progress and having fun along
the way. We’ve been pleasantly surprised by a
crossover from FreeG sessions. Sometimes we get
someone in their twenties who trains in our FreeG
gym ask about making the move into our main

gym to try their hand at some men’s apparatus and
we always encourage them to enjoy a mixture of
sessions and get the best of both. We’re also proud
to train a lovely couple named Jane and Malcolm;
they won’t mind us saying they are in their fifties
and sixties. They enjoy a lot of yoga and walked in
with good flexibility and really impressed us! They
have a great time working on floor skills and they
tell me they are getting a few surprised looks from
young people at the fitness gym they go to when
they give them a run for their money. They’ve been
coming regularly for around a year. They enjoy the
challenges gymnastics offers and the increase in
fitness it brings.
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WHY DOES YOUR CLUB LOOK TO PROMOTE
ADULT GYMNASTICS SO KEENLY?
For me, adult gymnastics is a fun class to teach. I
enjoy all of my coaching, but in a week of coaching
squad gymnasts and taking care of the admin
duties involved in running the club, Adult Gym is the
class each week where you know you are going to
have a great time and it’s always a fun and relaxed
atmosphere. I’ve always made sure we have Adult
Gym active in our club programme and we offer
competitive opportunities to those who want to
take it that bit further. Any coach involved in our
adult gymnastics class has fun teaching it. It’s great

helping someone revisit a sport they loved as a child,
helping them regain skills or even try new ones. For
those who didn’t get their chance as a child, we can
show them that it’s never too late.
Earlier this year we ran our first invitational
competition and welcomed friends from other clubs
running adult sessions. It was a great afternoon
and wonderful to allow everyone to catch up and
support each other. The whole adult gymnastics
scene is a very friendly one and I’d love to see clubs
cross over and visit each other more.
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INTERVIEW

HOW MUCH ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD
TO THE VETS THIS YEAR AND WHO WILL BE
INVOLVED?
I will definitely be going as coach. We are looking
to take a small handful of entrants including
Patrick who has a shot at making it a hat trick if he
successfully defends his men’s artistic novice over
40s title.

WHAT WOULD YOU SAY TO OTHER CLUBS
INTERESTED IN INCREASING ADULT
GYMNASTICS?

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT ADULT
GYMNASTICS AND FIND YOUR
LOCAL CLUB

DISCOVER
GYMNASTICS

Find out what everyone’s goals are. Some may come
for general fitness and the social side. Others will
have specific skills or apparatus they want to work
on. Some people may be interested but not very
confident in giving it a go so try taster sessions
or a “bring a friend” night and show them that
everyone can start at their own level and build from
there. Embrace the social side and arrange friendly
competitions or evenings together for everyone. A
successful adult gymnastics programme can create
a new community of participants within a club.
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BRITISH VETS 2014

ARE YOU 18
OR OVER?
DO YOU
ENJOY A
CHALLENGE?

THEN GET
INVOLVED!

CLICK HERE FOR
CLICK
FOR
MORE HERE
DETAILS...
MORE DETAILS...

British Vets is for anyone aged 18 and over,
regardless of experience or ability, with
the opportunity to socialise and compete.
A team event has been added for 2014
giving you the opportunity to compete
alongside your friends!

and to see what categories are on
and to see what categories are on
offer this year, please take a look at
offer this year, please take a look at
the British Vets 2014 event page
the British Vets 2014 event page
where you can find all info about
where you can find all info about
entering this amazing competition!
entering this amazing competition!

We look forward to
seeing you at Lilleshall
on 1st November!
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FIVE

MINUTES
WITH...

PAMELA CLARK
SENIOR
TRAMPOLINE
GYMNAST
Age: 18
Club: Liverpool Trampoline Club

A

head of the 2014 British trampoline, tumbling
and double-mini trampoline championships held
at Echo Arena, Liverpool 20th/21st September we
caught up with City of Liverpool trampoline gymnast
Pamela Clark.

Photos - Mike Driscoll

Pam is a member of the senior GBR trampoline team
joining a squad of gymnasts who have experienced
incredible international results including being
crowned World and European team champions.
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The 18 year-old has taken the step to
senior level and is enjoying being part of
such a successful group…
At first, becoming a senior was a bit daunting
as the women’s team are very strong. They’ve
won World and European titles but training
with them and getting to know them better has
been really fun and now we all just feel like a big
family.
Making the 2014 European team and retaining
the title was a big thing for the team and for
me. It was my first major senior international
so I was a bit nervous but I went out there
and just had fun. I was enjoying both the
atmosphere and experience. I finished 9th
overall individually too and although I was a
little disappointed to just miss out on the final I

was really happy with
the result and that my
scores contributed to
the team.
Training at Lilleshall the
atmosphere amongst the girls is
brilliant. Amanda Parker is our zumba coach as
we say, she takes a few sessions for fun warm
ups and we have team activities at night so we
go out and play laser tag and bowling. Today
we played table tennis and our coaches even
joined in too! It does get very competitive but it
helps gel us together and it’s all good fun.

Pam began her career in her native Scotland before moving
to the prestigious City of Liverpool Trampoline Club…
I’m originally from East Kilbride which is about
an hour from Glasgow. Since I was a junior I
had thought about how I would prepare for
senior competition. Back home I only had 2
or 3 days a week training. Progressing as a
senior I felt like it would help a lot to train with
other senior athletes and made the move to
Liverpool Trampoline club which has made
a huge impact on my career. It’s fantastic
training with other team members, getting the
best coaching and training alongside artistic
gymnastic champions.
One of the reasons I made the move was
for my studies too and now I’m at university
at Liverpool John Moores doing a degree in
Sport Development and Physical Education.
I’ve just finished my first year and it has been
a fun experience as well as training. I lived
in halls for my first year and although I may
not have had the typical student experience,

not many people can say they have had the
chance to represent their country at major
championships. This year me and Luke Strong
(senior GBR trampoline gymnast)have got a
place together and it’s only ten minutes from
the gym. We have similar timetables and its
closer to University too so I can have a rest in
between studying and training.
I’m really looking forward to the British
Championships, especially as its being held in
the city of my club. I am a first year senior so
this will be the first time I’ve competed against
some of the more experienced girls in a home
event. We’re expecting good things as it’s
an amazing event. This year, all three of our
routines will count towards medal positions
not just the final routine so there’s lots of
pressure and it’s not only new for the audience
but for the gymnasts, so we are really excited if anyone’s around you don’t want to miss it!
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After the British Championships
attention then turns to the World
Championships, something Pam
is clearly focussed on...
I’m hoping to make my first senior World
Championships later this year and looking to aim
for the top 24 then top 8 for the final. After coming
fourth at the World Cup recently I now know I can
compete with the best. There’s a massive team
spirit in the Great Britain camp and we support
each other, but when you are on the trampoline
it’s all about you. You need to be top in the country
never mind the World as only three gymnasts from
each country can progress and the girls on the
team are all world class!

INSPIRED BY PAM?

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT GETTING STARTED
IN TRAMPOLINE GYMNASTICS

#DISCOVERGYMNASTICS
WATCH
THE
VIDEO!

You can watch Pam in action at the
2014 Trampoline, Tumbling and DMT British
Championships, Echo Arena, Liverpool on
20th/21st September –
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TICKETS ARE
AVAILABLE NOW!

ACROBATIC & ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS
TRAMPOLINE – TUMBLING – OTHER SPORTS
For more information on our audition calendar
and post-competitive career opportunities:
CIRQUEDUSOLEIL.COM/JOBS
fACEBOOk.COM/CIRQUEDUSOLEILCASTING

Photo: Daniel Desmarais Costumes: François Barbeau © 2010 Cirque du Soleil
Cirque du Soleil is a trademark owned by Cirque du Soleil and used under license.

Cirque du Soleil ® is seeking new talent
for its current shows and upcoming creations.
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SEPTEMBER OCTOBER 15-18
EUROPEAN
TEAMGYM
05
13-14
CHAMPIONSHIPS
RHYTHMIC BRITISH
WOMEN’S ARTISTIC
BILL SLATER CLUB
TEAMS

Fenton Manor Leisure Centre,
Stoke-on-Trent

20
VOL. IN AGE GROUP
LEVELS 5, 4, 3, 2

Heathrow Gym Club, Hounslow

20-21
TRAMPOLINE,

TUMBLING &
DMT BRITISH
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Echo Arena, Liverpool

22-28
RHYTHMIC

GYMNASTICS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Izmir, Turkey

28-03
GOLDEN AGE GYM

TEAM CHAMPS &
GROUP LEAGUE

University of Wolverhampton,
Walsall Sports Centre, Walsall

03-12
ARTISTIC

GYMNASTICS WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Nanning, China

11
WOMEN’S ARTISTIC
VOL. OUT OF AGE
GROUP LEVELS 3/2
- CHALLENGE/FIG,
ESPOIR, JUNIOR,
SENIOR

Heathrow Gym Club, Hounslow

11-12
AEROBIC BRITISH
CHAMPIONSHIPS
& NAC CUP

Surrey Sports Park, Guildford

FESTIVAL

Toulouse, France
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Reykjavik, Iceland

17-19
LONDON FESTIVAL
OF GYMNASTICS
INCLUDING GALA
The Brentwood Centre,
Brentwood

18
NATIONAL

AWARDS DINNER
Ricoh Arena, Coventry

25-26
TRAMPOLINE &

TUMBLING DAVID
WARD-HUNT CUP
INTERNATIONAL
OPEN
Medway Park, Gillingham

NOVEMBER 08-09
WOMEN’S ARTISTIC
TWIN PIECE
01
CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE BRITISH VETS
Lilleshall National Sports Centre,
Newport

01
GYMFUSION

Millennium Forum Theatre &
Conference Centre
Derry/Londonderry

Heathrow Gym Club, Hounslow

14-17
ACROBATIC

GYMNASTICS PAT
WADE CLASSIC

Fenton Manor Sports Complex,
Stoke-On-Trent

02
22
DISABILITY ARTISTIC
MEN’S ARTISTIC
GYMNASTICS

Lilleshall National Sports Centre,
Newport

07-09
MEN’S ARTISTIC

NATIONAL ELITE AND
CLUB DEVELOPMENT
GRADES
GMAC - Birmingham

BRITISH TEAM
CHAMPIONSHIPS
New College, Leicester

22
DISABILITY

RHYTHMIC NDP
FINALS

Fenton Manor Sports Complex,
London
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CALENDAR
DATES
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